The realization of the vast potential of digital PCR (dPCR), to provide extremely 21 accurate and sensitive measurements in the clinical setting, has thus far been 22
92
Results 93 CLEAR digital PCR. In order to achieve lossless counting via optical readout 94 in situ, we generate an optically transparent dPCR emulsion termed CLEAR 95 emulsion, by dispersing aqueous dPCR mix with a refractive index close to that 96 of the oil phase using MiCA centrifugation (Fig. 1a ). After PCR, in situ 97 noninvasive and high-throughput readout of whole-tube emulsion is 98 accomplished by rapid 3D light-sheet fluorescence imaging (Fig. 1b ) of the 99 same tube. By recording a series of planar images of the CLEAR emulsion ( Fig.  100 1c), we are able to rapidly reconstruct the 3D structure of the whole PCR 101 emulsion and achieve digital counting of the positive droplets ( Fig. 1d ). This 102 high-throughput approach streamlines dPCR with a convenient operation, 103
thoroughly eliminates sample loss and contamination, and greatly reduces the 104 cost of dPCR assays. Transparent emulsion via refractive index matching. In typical water-in-oil 119 (w/o) emulsions, the massive number of droplets densely packed in the PCR 120 tube creates an opaque emulsion due to the light scattering at the water-oil 121
interfaces. We serendipitously discovered that a common PCR additive, 122 betaine 16 , effectively increases the refractive index of aqueous solution to be 123 similar to that of the carrier oil, thereby minimizing the light scattering in the 124 PCR emulsion. We carefully titrated the betaine addition from 0 to 5 mol/L ( Fig.  125 2a, Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and found that an optimized concentration of 3.14 126 mol/L generates a PCR mix with a refractive index similar to that of the oil-127 surfactant mix (low-viscosity silicone, n = 1.3903). At this betaine concentration, 128 the whole emulsion is completely transparent (Fig. 2b ). Bright-field photographs 129
show the highest light transmission rate (~85%) at 3.14 mol/L. As a result of the 130 greatly improved clarity, this optimized CLEAR-dPCR emulsion exhibited the 131 highest image quality and signal-to-background ratio in light-sheet fluorescence 132 imaging ( Fig. 2c ). We further verified that PCR reactions inside these CLEARed 133
picoliter droplets are not affected by the addition of betaine ( Supplementary Fig.  134 3). Uneven light field will be further corrected and the background signal will be 145 subtracted. Light-sheet sectioning the transparent emulsion. We built a compact light-152
sheet illumination microscope ( Fig. 3a,b ) to read the fluorescence signals in the 153 bulk CLEAR-dPCR emulsion layer by layer. Our light-sheet readout geometry 154
was customized for PCR tube scanning ( Supplementary Fig.4 ). Dual-155
wavelength (488/532 nm) 3D-imaging was implemented for duplex dPCR with 156 FAM and HEX/VIC labelling. The combination of plane illumination and a 157 sCMOS camera provided a large imaging field of view of ~4.6×3.6 mm, 158
covering the entire emulsion ( Fig. 3c ). Together with a rapid acquisition rate of 159 100 frames/second, high-speed scanning of the whole tube can be completed 160 within 6 seconds. The spatial resolution of our light-sheet imaging is 6.5 µm 161
(lateral) and 20 µm (axial); sufficient to identify the 41-µm droplets in all three 162 dimensions ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). By stacking the raw light-sheet images into 163 a 3D volume, we further identified and counted the positive droplets using a 164 customized algorithm ( Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 6 quantitation relies on a standard curve and some of the measurements 195 apparently deviated from those obtained from the digital methods with much 196 lower precision ( Fig. 4c and Supplementary Table 4 ), which makes 7500F-197
qPCR unsuitable for absolute counting. The relatively higher measurement 198
uncertainty of low copy number samples was mainly due to sampling error, 199
which is independent of specific methods.
201
It is worth noting that, while both dPCR systems presented equivalent 202 linearity, QX200-ddPCR measurements had higher uncertainty for the more 203 concentrated samples (Fig. 4b ,c, 10 4 and 10 5 copies/aliquot). We attributed this 204
to the combination of low droplet number and high sample loss of QX200-205
ddPCR. As shown in Supplementary Figure 7 , target molecule distribution in 206 QX200-ddPCR becomes over-saturated when the expected copy number 207 approaches 10 5 ; in this regime, the standard Poisson correction is insufficient 208
and leads to error. With nearly half a million droplets and complete elimination 209 of sample loss, CLEAR-dPCR maintains reasonable uncertainty with over 10 6 210 target molecules (Fig. 4b ). This dynamic range is comparable to that of qPCR Table 5 and 229 Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Genomic DNA from eight human peripheral blood 230 samples was quantified by two-color CLEAR-dPCR and QX200-ddPCR, 231
yielding three types of positive droplet patterns for the three different genotypes 232 (Figure 4d , Supplementary Fig. 9 and Supplementary Table 6 ). For 233 heterozygous samples, both channels yielded almost equal numbers of positive 234
counts. CLEAR-dPCR demonstrated higher accuracy with a mean count ratio 235 of 99.6%, compared with the ratio of 104.9% for QX200-ddPCR. By checking 236
the two-color 3D images taken from the heterozygous samples, we discovered 237 that most positive signals in the two channels did not overlap (Fig 4e and  238 Supplementary Fig. 10 ). A few droplets were positive in both channels, which 239
is consistent with the Poisson statistical expectation (Fig. 4d ). For homozygotes, 240
both CLEAR-dPCR and QX200-ddPCR detected zero false positive signals 241
( Supplementary Table 6 ).
243
Application in copy number quantification. We further evaluated CLEAR-244 dPCR on copy number variation (CNV) measurements. The detection relies on 245
measurement of the relative abundances of a target region and a reference 246
region. We first tested the performance of CLEAR-dPCR duplex digital counting 247 on sex determination by Y chromosome copy number quantification. Two 248
TaqMan assays targeting the SRY gene on Chr Y (FAM) or ultra-conserved 249 region (uc) 13 on Chr 1 (HEX) were used ( Supplementary Table 7 ). Both 250
CLEAR-dPCR and QX200-ddPCR confirmed the presence of Chr Y in all male 251 samples, with count ratio between Chr Y and Chr 1 approaching 1:2 252
( Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary . We then designed a dPCR assay targeting the deleted region in TSC2 and 273
another assay targeting Chr 1 as reference ( Supplementary Table 9 ). We 274 conducted five independent measurements on the mock samples as well as 275
negative controls, and all of the results agreed with the corresponding 276 genotypes using a likelihood ratio classifier ( Fig. 4f- Based on comparisons with existing dPCR methods, CLEAR-dPCR has 282 three major advantages. First, CLEAR-dPCR is a lossless approach. 283
Microfluidic droplet dPCR methods typically lose >30% of the sample during 284 the compartmentalization and detection steps. In CLEAR-dPCR, centrifugal 285
force guarantees that the aqueous phase is completely transformed into 286 droplets through MiCA centrifugation ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Optical clearing 287
and in situ 3D imaging through light-sheet illumination ensures thorough 288
interrogation of the entire volume of the emulsion. Using CLEAR-dPCR, true 289 absolute counting is intrinsically achievable with no need for extrapolation to 290 compensate for material loss, and lossless interrogation can further reduce 291 measurement uncertainty ( Supplementary Fig. 7) . These advantages are most 292 crucial when the nucleic acids being interrogated are precious and low in 293 abundance. Second, CLEAR-dPCR is contamination-free. For most clinical 294 applications that repeatedly amplify specific regions, exposure of the post-295 amplification products to the laboratory environment poses a great risk for 296 contamination of subsequent operations. In CLEAR-dPCR, once the sample is 297
added into the PCR tube on top of the MiCA, the lid can be closed for good. All 298 subsequent steps including compartmentalization, thermal cycling, and signal 299 detection are performed with the lid closed and the emulsion fully sealed by oil. 300
Third, CLEAR-dPCR is robust and easy to operate. The use of conventional 301 equipment, such as a centrifuge and standard PCR machine, renders CLEAR-302 dPCR a simple experiment. Optical clearing can be achieved with a pre-mixed 303 reaction buffer and the total hands-on time is less than 1 min per sample, with 304 the total time being less than an hour for dPCR assays. The samples are well 305
sealed, allowing easy operation of the reading instrument, omitting and fluidic 306 manipulation. Moreover, the CLEAR-dPCR emulsion remains intact for days 307 and allows repeated scanning ( Supplementary Fig. 12 ).
309
In summary, CLEAR-dPCR integrates MiCA-facilitated emulsion 310 generation, betaine-mediated emulsion clearing, and light-sheet illumination 311
imaging to greatly simplify the dPCR experimental process. CLEAR-dPCR 312 achieves various improvements over existing dPCR, including complete 313 compartmentalization from bulk solution to droplet; comparable dynamic range 314 with qPCR; elimination of false-positives through fully sealed operation; and 315
fast digital counting at single-copy resolution level without sample loss. We 316 envision that this simple and inexpensive method will lower the technical and 317 economic barriers of dPCR and have broad application in biology and medicine. 318 319
Methods

320
Refractive index matching via addition of certain reagents. Transferring 321 post-amplification PCR product is time-and labor-consuming. Furthermore, it 322 rises the risk of contaminating subsequent assays. However, due to the light 323 scattering at the interface of droplet and carrier fluid, it is very difficult to extract 324 fluorescence signals directly from the emulsion containing massive densely-325 packed droplets. In order to read the intact PCR emulsion at a high throughput, 326
we develop a refractive index matching strategy to produce optically clear PCR 327 emulsion for parallel light-sheet excitation. Considering usually a big refractive 328 index (RI) difference between water and oil, on one hand, we seek suitable oil 329
with relatively low RI close to the water-phase reagent. Among a few available 330 candidates, silicone is selected for its lower RI value (from 1.37 to 1.41), thus 331 much applicable in this case compared to fatty esters (1.43-1.46), aromatic 332 hydrocarbon (higher than 1.50) and liquid fatty hydrocarbons (higher than 1.40).
333
In our demonstration, we choose silicone DMS-T01.5 (Gelest, Pennsylvania) 334
with low refractive index (1.3880) and viscosity (1.5 cSt), as the base oil. 335
Silicon-based surfactant ES5612 (Evonik, Germany) (5% w/w) is added to the 336 base silicone to produce the final emulsion oil, with refractive index being 337
1.3903. 338
On the other hand, the refractive index of original PCR reaction mix (~1.34) 339
is only slightly higher than that of pure water (1.33). Thus, we need to tune the 340 ingredients of the PCR reaction mix, and hence to increase its refractive index 341 to a value close to 1.39. In practice, we add betaine into the PCR reaction mix 342
to reduce this RI difference. Compared to other commonly used PCR additives, 343 such as glycerol, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), tetramethylammonium chloride 344 (TMAC), formamide, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) that usually work at low 345 concentration, betaine has a higher applied concentration up to several molar, 346
which can induce a large tunable range of RI. Furthermore, as a zwitterion 347 quaternary amino acid, betaine is neutral in electrical charge and thereby will 348 not destabilize the emulsion. We verified that through the addition of betaine 349 with 3 to 3.2 M concentration (depending on the concentration of other solutes), 350 a highly clear PCR emulsion with well-matched RI can be successfully prepared 351
for high-speed light-sheet readout (Fig. 2) . We also note that bulk PCR 352 reactions with so high concentration of betaine in regular microcentrifuge tubes 353
barely take place, but if the reaction mix is partitioned in a digital format, the 354 amplification works (see Supplementary Methods) . We hypothesize that as the 355
amplicons are more concentrated in the picoliter droplets, they can trigger the 356 chain reaction of subsequent circles more effectively.
358
Emulsification. In our previous work 15 , we used micro-array channels to 359 generate monodisperse droplet for digital PCR. Here we increase the number 360 of the through-hole channels from 7 to 37, to compensate for the loss of droplet 361 generation rate due to higher viscosity. The reaction mixes are added into the 362 well on the MiCA and centrifuged for 4 min at 15,000 relative centrifuge force 363 (rcf). Around 443 thousand droplets are generated in 200 μL regular PCR 364 microcentrifuge tubes with an average diameter of 41 μm. The transparency of 365 the generated emulsion varies with the concentration of betaine addition (Fig.  366 2). 367 368
In situ 3D imaging of emulsion using LSFM. Fig. 5 ). Finally, the two-color visualization of the emulsion can 391 be readily created by merging the two-channel results together. 392 393
Image-based droplets counting. We develop a computation procedure to 394 process the raw LSFM image stacks, counting the positive droplets at high 395 accuracy. We first correct the vertical background variance induced by 396
Gaussian laser illumination in the vertical direction and remove the stripe noise 397 caused by the laser diffraction in the Fourier space (see Supplementary  398 Methods). Then we search for intensity local maxima in the 3D image matrices 399
and put down their coordinates in 3 dimensions ( Fig. 3c and Supplementary 400 Fig. 6 ). The intensity pattern around the local maxima are compared with a 401 positive droplet intensity template and assessed by resemblance to filter out 402 bright artefacts. Finally, the positive droplets are located after setting an 403 appropriate threshold between the maxima values and their difference with 404 local backgrounds. 405 406
Duplex CLEAR dPCR for prenatal test of TSC. Peripheral blood DNA 407 samples were harvested from a child patient affected with TSC and a healthy 408 volunteer, whose weight/volume concentrations were first quantitated by 409 fluorometer (Qubit, ThermoFisher, US) as a rough reference. We then set the 410 threshold of presumption of an affected fetus to be for validation of the assay as well as to further quantify the DNA concentration. 414
Healthy DNA sample doped with the affect was used as mock maternal cell free 415
DNA of a mother carrying a affected fetus (fetal fraction = 10.8%). Each 416 independent assay consisted six tubes for CLEAR-dPCR so that the DNA 417 counts were enough to give a solid result. 17 We carried 5 parallel assays and 418
the results came as expected, all being positive. (Fig. 4f,g and Supplementary 419
Table 9,10). 420 421 422
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